this paper presents two hybrid converters with reduced power circuit complexity compared to the mixed cell modular multilevel converter (MC-MMC). The proposed converters (refer to as types 1 and 2), with the type 1 converter is formed by replacing the director switch in each arm of the conventional alternate arm converter by high-voltage half-bridge cell, rated at half of the dc link voltage. Also, the type 1 converter resembles special case of MC-MMC, where the entire halfbridge cells of each arm are replaced by a single high-voltage half-bridge cell, with both capacitors of the half and full bridge cells are exposed to fundamental current as in the conventional MMC. The upper and lower arms of the type 2 converter resemble a front-to-front connection of two three-phase hybrid cascaded two-level converters, where the cell capacitors of the three-phase two-level converters that act as director switches in the upper and lower arms do not experience fundamental currents. Thus, the type 2 converter is expected to offer substantial reduction in footprint compared to type 1 converter and the MC-MMC. The technical viability of the proposed hybrid converters are assessed using simulations, with both converters are modelled in MATLAB-SIMULINK using electromagnetic transient simulation approach, considering normal and transient conditions. Experimental results obtained from single-phase type 1 converter confirm the practical viability of the proposed converters.
Introduction
Since successful construction and operation of the Trans-Bay high-voltage direct current (HVDC) link, the half-bridge modular multilevel converter (HB-MMC) has received wide acceptance from utility and transmission systems operators. The HB-MMC offers attractive features such as [1] [2] [3] [4] : potential scalability to ultra-high voltage overhead dc systems; and its ability to operate normally with a limited number of failed submodules, and resilient to ac faults. However, its main limitation is massive footprint due to the large number of its submodule capacitors. The full-bridge modular multilevel converter (FB-MMC) offers additional advantages such as [1, [5] [6] [7] : bipolar dc link voltage operation (thus, dc power reversal is achievable by reversing the dc link current or voltage); cell capacitor voltages can be regulated independently of the dc link voltage (hence, allowing operation with a variable dc link, including zero dc link voltage and over-modulation); and Ability to block, control and extinguish dc faults.
But the FB-MMC suffers from high semiconductor losses. Amongst other converter topologies proposed, the alternate arm converter (AAC) and hybrid cascaded two-level converter (HC2LC) offer relatively small footprint compared to FB-MMC, and retain some of the attributes of the FB-MMC such as dc fault blocking capability, variable dc voltage operation (including zero dc voltage), and a modest reduction of semiconductor losses [8] . However, the conventional AAC has problems of arm current commutation when it operate with power factor angle. All methods proposed to minimize the problem of arm current commutation in the conventional AAC deliberately alter its operation for a small portion of fundamental period, widely referred to as an overlap period, where both upper and lower arms of the same phase leg of the AAC conduct simultaneously as in the MMC case [9, 10] . Operation of the conventional AAC with fixed and actively controlled overlap period have been studied extensively. A fixed and short overlap period is effective when the conventional AAC operates at its sweet spot (maximum modulation index, 4/π≈1.27, and near the unity power factor). The fixed overlap method is less attractive in HVDC applications as converter station is expected to operate over the full P-Q envelope, including provision of reactive power during ac network faults. Active control of the overlap period over a wide range is able to reduce or even eliminate the problem of arm current commutation in the conventional AAC, but it has two implications: a) It increases the number of full-bridge cells needed per AAC arm to NFB0(1+sin½µ) to enable upper and lower arms of the same phase-leg to operate as MMC during over overlap period (where, NFB0 and µ are the nominal number of FB cells per arm corresponding to half of the dc link voltage and µ is the overlap angle). This increases the AAC semiconductor losses. b) When the number of FB cells per arm is maintained at NFB0, active control of the overlap angle over wide range reduces the maximum attainable modulation index. Injection of 3 rd harmonic into the modulating signal of each phase leg has been exploited to extend the region around zero voltage level and the overlap period accordingly, so as the AAC can operate as an MMC without the need for the active control of the overlap [11] . But the main downside of this method is that it increases the blocking voltage of the director switches, which sacrifices some of the AAC efficiency. Recently, extended over-lap AAC has been proposed to address the aforementioned shortcomings of the conventional AAC, particularly, the dependency of seamless arm current commutation on the power factor and over-voltage problem across the director switches, and elimination of the dc link capacitors [9] . In the extended overlap AAC (or simply EO-AAC), a triangular zero sequence injection is adopted (instead of previous sinusoidal zero sequence) to achieve extended overlap period up to 60 o . It has been shown that with incorporation of extra FB cells in each arm of the EO-AAC, operation over full power factor range (0~1) is achievable without the above drawbacks. Also, the authors claim that the new triangular zero sequence guarantees simultaneous conduction of four arms of the EO-AAC at each instant, with two arms from the same phase leg provide path for dc current, and remaining two arms belong to different phase legs conduct to provide paths for ac phase currents. In this way, the EO-AAC eliminates the circulating currents between the phase legs and the arm inductors. However, it requires large dc inductor at positive and negative dc rails to limit the charging current of the cell capacitors in the phase-leg that provides a path for dc current and to prevent the injection of ac current into dc link.
The mixed cell modular multilevel converter (MC-MMC) has similar footprint as that of the HB-MMC and FB-MMC, but it remains extremely attractive as it offers lower semiconductor loss than the AAC and retains most of the attributes of the FB-MMC such as modularity, dc fault blocking, and reduced dc link voltage operation [3, 12] .
In recent years, several topologies of multilevel converters have been derived from the two fundamental topologies of the modular multilevel converter (the HB-MMC and FB-MMC) by employing different types of unipolar, asymmetric bipolar and symmetric bipolar cells [13] . Derivation of these topologies are motivated by a single aim of optimizing the circuit topology of the MMC type converters in terms of footprint and volume, semiconductor losses, control flexibilities and resiliency to dc faults. It has been recognized that the MMCs that employ asymmetric bipolar cells (cells that generate unequal number of positive and negative voltage levels) such as the double clamped offer good engineering compromise between semiconductor losses, dc fault blocking and control flexibilities [5, 13] . This is because these asymmetric cells allow MMCs to use the negative voltage levels of the asymmetric cells to recreate any dc voltage level from rated positive dc voltage to zero, while retaining full control over the power exchange between ac and dc sides. Therefore, the MMCs with asymmetric cells have wider control range and better dc fault ride-through performance compared to those with unipolar cells. In contrast, the MMCs that employ symmetric bipolar cells (cells generate equal number of positive and negative voltage levels) such as the FB cell and five-level cross-connected cell offer the maximum control flexibility and resiliency to dc fault and bipolar dc voltage operation at the expense of increased semiconductor losses compared to those with asymmetric cells [13, 14] . Apart from the FB-MMC, all other MMCs with symmetric cells are less attractive practically due to increased complexity of the cells structures and internal fault management.
Recently, an active forced commutated bridge converter is proposed for HVDC transmission systems with rated powers and voltages similar to that of the line commutated converters, i.e., 2000MW⁓3000MW and 800kV per converter [15] . Although the proposed active forced commutated bridge (AFC-B) converter requires large ac and dc side filtering, it offers many of the attributes of the FB-MMC at level of semiconductor losses similar or even lower than that of the HB-MMC as it uses thyristors in the main conduction paths. The AFC-B converter uses the FB cells in each of its limbs to actively commutate the current between the upper and lower arms of the same phase-leg; thus, no risk of commutation failure. The use of symmetrical thyristor allows the AFC-B converter to offer dc fault blocking, bipolar dc voltage operation, active or dc power reversal with change of polarity of dc link current or voltage, reactive power control in under and over-excitation regions and resiliency to both ac and dc short circuit faults.
In [16] , a revised two-stage series bridge converter (SBC) is proposed, in which the high-voltage director switches are arranged as FB cells to facilitate connection to ac side. The high-voltage (HV) director switches operate at fundamental frequency and switch under zero voltage; thus, no switching losses incur in the HV-FB cells (director switches). The dc terminals of each HV-FB cell are tapped into a portion of the HB chain-link which is connected across the dc rail. Each portion of the HB chain link is rated for ½Vdc (where ½Vdc is the rail-to-rail dc link voltage), and it is controlled to synthesize a rectified dc voltage with maximum peak of ½Vdc to be imposed at the dc input of each HV-FB cell. The main limitation of the original SBC has been addressed in [17, 18] by incorporating additional FB chain-link in series with the HV-FB cell of each phase in order to decouple reactive power and ac voltage control from the dc link voltage. The revised SBC adds losses and increases footprint compared to the original version [17, 18] ; however, its footprint is expected to be smaller than the MMC type converters. This paper presents type '1' and '2' hybrid converters as further optimization of the AAC such that the main attributes of the MC-MMC are retained, but with a reduced total capacitor volume as well as the power circuit and control complexity. Detailed operating principle, modulation and capacitor voltage balancing of the proposed converters are described. The open loop simulation results of both converters are used to demonstrate the main attributes such as seamless current commutation between the arms, low-frequency operation of the switching devices of the high-voltage halfbridge (HV-HB) cells and scalability to high-voltage applications. Whilst the suitability of the proposed converters for HVDC applications is demonstrated when both converters are modelled as one converter terminal of HVDC link. It has been shown that both converters can operate in all four quadrants; facilitate continued operation during a permanent pole-to-ground dc fault, with reduced dc voltage; and can block dc faults. The experimental results obtained from a singlephase scaled down proto-type of type '1' converter confirm the validity of the theoretical discussions and of the simulation results.
2
The proposed converter topologies Fig.1 (a) and (b) display the two hybrid converters being proposed for HVDC applications as alternatives to the conventional MC-MMC and AAC. Each arm of the type '1' converter in Fig.1 (a) comprises of 'NFB' full-bridge cells, one high-voltage half-bridge cell and an arm inductor. During normal operation, the switching devices and cell capacitors of each full-bridge cell are designed to withstand voltage stress of ½Vdc/NFB, where Vdc represents the rated converter rail-to-rail dc link voltage. The switching devices and cell capacitors of each half-bridge cell withstand a voltage stresses of ½Vdc thus, strict series device connection is required to form high-voltage composite switching devices for the half-bridge cells. It is worth emphasizing that the technical feasibility of series connected IGBTs up to 400kV DC and operate at switching frequency above 1kHz has been demonstrated in East-West HVDC interconnector between UK and Republic of Ireland [19] .
Considering phase 'a' as an example, the voltages across the upper and lower arms are:
va1≈½Vcref(1-msin(ωt+δ)) (1) va2≈½Vcref(1+msin(ωt+δ))
(2) where, the total voltage across the FB and HB cell capacitors of each arm is regulated at desirable dc voltage level (preferably at the nominal pole-to-pole dc link voltage), independent of the actual dc link; and 'ω' and 'δ' are the fundamental frequency in rad/s and arbitrary converter load angle. Arm voltage synthesis in the type #1 hybrid converter in Fig.1 (a) is summarized as follows: 1) When the voltage level to be synthesized in the arm j is within the range ½Vdc≤vaj≤Vdc, the output voltage of the half-bridge cell (vahbj) is added to the total output voltage (vafbj) of the full-bridge cells being synthesized by inserting the appropriate number of the full-bridge cells into the power path with positive polarity
), see Fig. 2 . Selection of the full-bridge cells for insertion take into account the arm current polarity and magnitude of the capacitor voltages; where the subscript j=1 and 2 stand for the upper and lower arms and nafbj=mNFB|sin(ωt+δ)| represents the number of the full-bridge cells to be inserted into the power path. The 'NFB-nafbj' remaining FB cells which are not selected can be divided equally into two groups based on their voltage magnitudes, so that they can be inserted into the power path with opposite output voltage polarities to minimize the deviations of the FB cells capacitor voltages from the desired settling point ½Vdc/NFB. 2) When the voltage level to be synthesized is within the range 0≤vaj<½Vdc, the arm voltage can be synthesized by one of two possibilities (see Fig. 2 ): a) Insertion of the full-bridge cells with positive output voltage polarity, and this case the number of fullbridge cells to be inserted to synthesize the desired voltage level calculated as: nafbj=NFB-mNFB |sin(ωt+δ)|; therefore, the arm voltage to be synthesized can be approximated by:
. The same strategy used in 1) to realize forced insertion of the cell capacitors in order to minimize capacitor voltage drift, applies. b) Subtraction of the total voltage being generated by the full-bridge cells (vafbj) from that being generated by the half-bridge cell (vahbj). In this case, the number of full-bridge cells to be inserted with negative output voltage polarity in order to generate the desired voltage level is nafbj=mNFB |sin(ωt+δ)|; thus, the arm voltage can be described by:
These two possibilities for generation of the arm voltage in this range could be exploited to ensure the voltage balancing of the half and full bridge cells of each arm. It worth emphasizing that the voltage '½Vdc' can be synthesized by half-bridge cell only, with all full-bridge cells are bypassed; or by bypassing the half-bridge cells and inserting all full-bridge cells with positive polarity. Similarly, the '0' voltage can be synthesized by two different ways. However, the switching of the halfbridge cells when synthesizing the voltage levels 0 and ½Vdc should be minimized to reduce the switching losses. Therefore, exploitation of the '0' and '½Vdc' voltage levels in order to reduce the energy requirements of the unipolar half-bridge cells must be kept to minimum (trade-off between capacitor size and switching losses). 3) When the voltage level to be generated is -½Vdc ≤vaj<0 as expected during reduced dc link operation and a dc fault, only full-bridge cells are available to synthesize the negative voltage levels of the arms; thus, the number of full-bridge cells to be inserted with negative polarities is nafbj=mNFB |sin(ωt+δ)|.
Switching device voltage and current stresses and the operating principle of the type 2 hybrid converter in Fig.1(b) are identical to that of the type 1 hybrid converter in Fig.1(a) ; except the capacitances of the three-phase HB cell of the type 2 hybrid converter in Fig.1(b) are smaller. This is because the capacitors of the three-phase HB cells of type 2 only experience the high-frequency current harmonics associated with the converter switching and not the fundamental current.
In comparison to the conventional MC-MMC that uses N cells per arm with equally split between the HB and FB cells, the type 1 converter in Fig.1 (a) may have smaller footprint, weight and volume because its single high-voltage capacitor per arm would require less space, and mechanical support to ensure necessary insulation level from ground level compared to that of the '½N' half-bridge cells in the MC-MMC. Also, the control complexity of the type 1 converter in Fig.1 (a) and number of cell capacitor voltges to be measured for feedback are halved compared to the conventional MC-MMC. Both hybrid converters in Fig.1 (a) and (b) insert the same number of devices in a conduction path as in the MC-MMC, and, also offer reduced dc link operation and dc fault blocking. 
Analysis of the proposed converter topologies
This section uses simplified representation of the proposed converters in Fig. 2 to derive their mathematical models. From Fig. 2 (a), dynamics of phase 'a' upper and lower arms of types '1' and '2' can be described as:
With perfect suppression of the circulating currents, phase 'a' upper and lower arm currents are:
Where 'Id' represents the dc component of the commonmode current.
After algebraic manipulation of (3), subtraction and addition, the following equations are obtained: 
When the upper and lower arm voltages across are expressed as: (5) can be decomposed as:
Equations (6) and (7) show that the differences between fundamental voltage behind the arm inductors and fundamental output voltage 'vao', and the dc voltage 'Vdc' and commonmode voltage ' 1 2
'determine the fundamental output phase current 'iao', and the dc component of common-mode or arm currents 'Id' respectively as in the conventional MMC.
The upper and lower arm voltages of the proposed converter can be expressed in terms of the full and half-bridge cells switching functions as: 
The switching function of the k th FB cell in j th arm 'sfbj,k(t)' takes the values of 1, 0 and -1, with the states '1' and '-1' stand for the cell insertion with positive and negative voltage polarities, and '0' for the cell bypass. Whilst the switching function of the high-voltage HB cell of the j th arm 'shbj(t)' takes the values of 1 and 0, with the state '1' stands for cell insertion with positive polarity and '0' for bypass. When each arm of the proposed converter contains sufficient number of FB cells, equation (8) for phase 'a' can be approximated as:
. From (9), the differential arm voltage represents the output phase voltage 'vao' when the voltage drops across the arm inductors are neglected: as an example, the phase 'a' modulation functions of the FB cells for types '1' and '2' converters and half-bridge cell of the type '1' converter (upper arm) can be approximated by:
Since the average capacitor current is a good indicator of the capacitor voltage balance, the average capacitor currents of the FB and HB cells ( 
The above analysis of the state-of-charge of the FB cell capacitors is applicable to both type '1' and '2' converters, while that of the HB cell capacitors which is developed on per phase basis is only applicable to type '1' converter. This analysis indicates that the average currents the FB and HB cell capacitors draw are nonzero, which indicates the necessity for a dedicated capacitor voltage balancing to ensure that the total arm dc voltage is correctly distributed between the HB and FB cells, and even distribution of the voltage across the lowvoltage rated FB cells. The average power being exchanged between the HB and FB cells of the phase 'a' upper arm and ac side over one fundamental period is:
Equation (15) indicates indicate shows that the arms of the proposed converters exchange zero active powers with the ac side over each fundamental period, which confirms the energy balance at arm level. This is mathematically supported as the average currents of the full and half bridge cell capacitors in (13) and (14) have the same magnitudes and opposite polarities, which indicate the sufficiency of the exploitation of the redundant switch states within each arm to force the average currents of the HB and FB cell capacitors to be zero. Additionally, the above discussions indicate that during one fundamental period the charging of the HB cell capacitors happen when the FB cell capacitors discharge, and the opposite is true. To quantitatively substantiate the sufficiency of the exploitation of the manipulation of the redundant switch states for ensuring the voltage balance of the half and full-bridge cells that constitute each, the average currents of the half and fullbridge cell capacitors are redefined, considering the switching possibility in Fig. 2 (c) as follows:
Equations (16) and (17) show that the switching instances of the high-voltage HB cells (which are exemplified by 1 γ and 2 γ ) can be manipulated to force the average currents drawn by the HB and FB cell capacitors to zeros. With Equations (16) and (17) , which clearly show it is not possible to force the average currents of the HB and FB cell capacitors to zero over one fundamental period when the HB cells strictly operate at 50Hz. From the above discussions, it is concluded that the HB cells need to operate at more than 50Hz in order to nullify the HB and FB cell capacitor average currents over one fundamental period. But this conclusion does not preclude capacitor voltage balancing over several fundamental periods when the HB cells operate at 50Hz.
For analysis of the state-of-charge of the cell capacitors of the three-phase cells of the type '2' converter, the switching functions S that describe the states of the switches that insert the high-voltage cell capacitor into the power paths are defined as depicted in Fig. 2(d) . Using these switching functions, the capacitor current of three-phase cell of the upper arms can be defined in terms of arm currents 'ia1, ib1 and ic1' as:
The theoretical plot of the capacitor current in (18), assuming the case of unity power factor is shown at the bottom of the Fig. 2(d) . This theoretical plot shows that the fundamental currents do not flow in the capacitors of the threephase cells of type '2' converter as that of the type '1'; instead, with ideal switching possibility in Fig. 2 (b) and (d), these capacitors are expose to 3 rd harmonic currents. In fact, these capacitors will be exposed to higher frequencies characteristic harmonics than the 3 rd harmonic as the capacitor voltage balancing described earlier will force the three-phase cells of the type '2' converter to switch several times per fundamental period. Provided the capacitor voltage ripple is inversely proportional to frequency of the current that flows through it, the three-phase half-bridge cells of type '2' converter are expected to have lower capacitance requirement compared to type '1' converter.
Benefiting from the cyclic behaviour of the capacitor current in Fig. 2(d) , the average capacitor current in the threephase cell can be calculated over 120 o . Considering the period 0 120 o θ ≤ ≤ , the HB average capacitor current can be expressed as:
Notice the average capacitor current of the three-phase half-bridge cell in (19) of the type '2' converter is three times that of the half-bridge of the type '1' converter presented in (14) . Equation (19) indicates the necessity of additional switching actions at the three-phase cells of the type '2' converter in order to nullify the average currents. Notice that the average capacitor currents of the FB and HB cells of the types '1' and '2' converter become zeros under zero power factor operation (as φ=½π, Id=¼mImcosφ=0, in reactive power applications such as STATCOM), which indicates the natural balancing of the capacitor voltages of the HB and FB cells without the need for extra-switching at the single-phase and three-phase HB cells.
For approximate sizing of the HB and FB cell capacitances of the type '1' converter, an ideal switching possibility in Fig.  2(b) is assumed. Therefore, equivalent continuous capacitor currents of the FB and HB cells can be expressed in piecewise manner over two time intervals as illustrated earlier. On this basis, the full and half bridge capacitor voltages of the phase 'a' upper arm could be expressed as:
After trigonometry and algebraic manipulations, (20) can be reduced to:
Where,
Similarly, (22) can be reduced to: 
Since the dc components of the capacitor currents will in (23) will be nullified by the capacitor voltage balancing and have no influence on the capacitor voltage ripples, these dc components will be ignored in the calculations of the capacitor voltage ripples will be undertaken below. Thus, (23) becomes:
After integration of the (24), yields: 2 :
Time-domain simulations and validations of equations (21) ) overestimate and underestimate the final fined tuned values of the cell capacitances by less than 10%. It is worth emphasizing that the above analyses ignore the contribution of the capacitor voltage balancing. Therefore, time-domain simulations is needed to further fine-tune the theoretical estimates of the HB and FB cell capacitances in order to ensure satisfactory performance during ac and dc faults.
Illustrative Simulations
To assess the performances of the proposed converters, both type '1' and '2' converters are modelled using electromagnetic transient simulation program (EMTP) approach, which was originally proposed by H. Dommel in 1969 in [20] , and later applied to MMC in [21] . In this approach, the converter switching devices are described by two-state switched resistors, and each cell capacitor is replaced by its electromagnetic transient equivalent (the Thevenin equivalent voltage that represents the history terms behind the factitious resistance of the capacitor). This modelling approach is used due to its efficiency in full-scale simulations of modular type converters with hundreds of cells per arm [21] . Since the proposed converters operate as MMCs, the commonmode capacitor voltages of the phase legs drive the circulating currents as part of the arm currents. Therefore, a resonant based circulating current suppression controller tuned at 2 nd and 4 th order harmonics are incorporated. To regulate the half and full bridge cell capacitor voltages of the proposed converters, independent of the dc link voltage, additional controllers that regulate the common-mode capacitor voltage sums of the phase legs are implemented. The capacitor voltage balancing described in section 2 are employed to ensure that total voltage across the arm is equally split between the FB cells and HV-HB cells, and total voltage across the full-bridge cells are evenly distributed between individual FB cells..
For ease of illustration, the proposed type '1' and '2' converter topologies are fed from a 640kV dc link when they operate with 0.95 modulation index, and their ac sides were connected to a passive load of 100Ω and 238mH (which is equivalent to 889MW and 665MVAr inductive). To substantiate the theoretical discussions presented in section 2, Fig. 3 and Fig.4 , and Fig. 5 and Fig.6 present selected simulation waveforms that illustrate the basic operation and scalability of the type 1 and 2 converters in Fig.1(a) and (b) respectively. The simulation parameters and operating conditions are summarized in their respective captions.
4.1
Illustrative simulations of type 1 hybrid converter: Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the phase output voltage 'vao' of type 1 converter measured relative to ground (dc link midpoint, o), and voltage across the upper arm of phase 'a', va1 superimposed on the output voltages of the HV-HB and FB cells of phase 'a' upper arm , vahb1 and vafb1. Observe that synthesis of the desired output and arm voltages require proper coordination between the switching actions of the HV-HB and FB cells of the same arm, and of the upper and lower arms of the same phase leg such that vahb1+vafb1=va1≈½Vdc (1-msinωt) and vao=½(va2-va1)≈ ½mVdcsinωt. This necessitates full exploitations of the positive and negative output voltage levels of the FB cells of each arm with that of the HV-HB cell as described in section 2, and depicted in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) . Additionally, sample waveform for the output voltage of the HV-HB cell 'vahb1' of the upper arm in Fig. 3 (b) indicates that the switching devices of the HV-HB cells which are rated for ½Vdc operate at extremely low switching frequency, ranging from 50Hz ⁓200Hz (this entails low switching loss at highvoltage half-bridge cells). This result supports the theoretical discussions that claim the necessity for extra switching actions at the HV-HB cells to enable utilization of the redundant switch states when arm voltages between 0 and ½Vdc for balancing of the HB and FB capacitor voltages. The waveforms in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) and above discussions show that the use of HV-HB cells with series connected devices do not have any noticeable negative implications on the converter output voltage in terms of dv/dt nor insulation requirements of the converter transformer. However, in practical implementation of fullscale HVDC converter, additional engineering measures will be needed to match the switching speeds of the HV-HB cells devices and that of the FB cells in order to minimize the magnitude and duration of voltage spikes that may arise in the common-mode voltage. The short duration mismatch between the common-mode voltage of the affected phase-leg and unaffected phase legs and input dc link voltage will result in short duration inrush currents that will be suppressed instantly by the arm inductors. The plots of the three-phase output currents (iao, ibo and ico) and phase 'a' upper and lower arm currents (ia1 and ia2) in Fig. 3 (c) and (d) indicate that the type 1 converter generates high quality output currents, and the upper and lower arms of the same phase-leg conduct simultaneously and exhibit continuous arm currents as in conventional MMC. The upper and lower arm currents of type '1' converter comprise of half of the output phase ac current plus dc current and other parasitic current components as in conventional MMC (ia1=id+½iao+iah, where id≈⅓Idc and iah represent the dc and harmonic current components of phase 'a' common-mode current). Fig.4 (a) and (b) show that the capacitor voltages of the HV-HB and FB cells of the type 1 converter in Fig.1(a) are well maintained at the desired setpoints (VHBC≈½×640kV≈320kV and VFBC≈½×640kV/20≈16kV when NFB=20), and these are achieved by exploiting only the available redundant switch states described in section 2. Notice that the output voltage and capacitor voltages of the HB cells of type 1 converter in Fig. 3 (b) and Fig.4 (a) remain constant for considerable parts of the fundamental period, which indicates reduced switching losses of the HV-HB cells. However, exposure of the HV-HB cell capacitors to fundamental currents plus remnant of circulating currents have resulted in low-frequency capacitor voltage ripples cells as in the conventional MMC case, see Fig.4 (a) .
In summary, the aforementioned discussions show that the type '1' converter resembles a new version of MC-MMC, where large number of cascaded low-rated voltage cells of conventional MC-MMC are replaced by one equivalent highvoltage half-bridge cell. In this way, insulation and isolation requirements and cost of the supporting mechanical structure needed for suspension of the high-voltage half-bridge cells might be reduced; hence, the footprint. Also, type '1' converter in Fig.1(a) could be seen as an improved alternate arm converter, where the director switches of the conventional AAC are replaced by the high-voltage half-bridge cell to facilitate typical MMC operation all the time, instead of over narrow window as discussed earlier as part of motivation of this paper. 
4.2
Illustrative simulations of type 2 hybrid converter Fig. 5 (a) and (b) present phase 'a' output voltage 'vao', and voltage across phase 'a' upper arm 'va1' superimposed on the output voltages of the three-phase HV-HB and FB cells of phase 'a' upper arm (vahb1 and vafb1) of the type 2 converter in Fig.1(b) . Observe that both positive and negative voltage levels of the FB cells in each arm are exploited in coordinating with the voltage levels of the three-phase HV-HB cell in order to ensure correct operation of the type '2' converter, while each arm generates the desired voltage va1=vahb1+vafb1≈½Vdc (1msinωt) in order to synthesize the correct output voltage vao≈½mVdcsinωt. Fig. 5(b) shows that the output voltage of the three-phase high-voltage cell of the type '2' converter in Fig.1(b) exhibits a modest increase in the switching frequency compared to that of the single-phase HV-HB cells of the type '1' converter. However, the effective switching frequency of the three-phase cell remains low (about 150Hz, which indicates low switching losses as in type 1 converter). The results Fig. 5 (a) and (b) and above discussions suggest that the use of high-voltage threephase cells with series connected devices do not increase dv/dt on the converter transformer. The three-phase output currents (iao, ibo and ico) and phase 'a' upper and lower arm currents (ia1 and ia2) in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) indicate that the type '2' converter generates high quality output currents, with its arm currents are similar to that of type '1' converter. Fig.6 (a) and (b) show that the capacitor voltages of the HV three-phase cells and of the FB cells of the type '2' converter in Fig.1(b) are tightly regulated using the redundant switch states described in section 2, with the FB cell capacitor voltages are tightly regulated at VFBC≈½×640kV/151≈2.12kV as NFB=151 for the simulated type '2' converter. Fig.6 (a) shows that the capacitor voltages of the three-phase cells of the type 2 converter oscillate at six times the fundamental frequency, and this is an indication of low capacitance requirement of the type '2' converter compared to that of type '1' converter and conventional MMC. The case presented in Fig.6 demonstrates the scalability and suitability of type '2' converter for highvoltage applications, including adherence to the same operating principle as that of the type '1' converter.
In summary, the type '2' converter in Fig.1(b) is expected to have smaller footprint, weight and volume than the type 1 in Fig.1(a) , including the requirement for smaller capacitance. Loosely, the type 2 converter in Fig.1(b) resembles front-tofront connection of two three-phase two-level hybrid cascaded converter. Fig.7(a) and (b) present the test system and control system being used to assess the performance of the proposed converters in system settings. Details synthesis of the control system in Fig.8(b) can be found in [22] . Besides the test system parameters in Fig.7(a) , additional parameters are listed in Table  I .
DC Side System Studies
Simulation scenarios to be considered in assessments of the proposed converters are:
• Normal operation with adjustable set-points.
• Pole-restraining during a pole-to-ground dc fault • Pole-to-pole dc short circuit faults.
• Reduced dc voltage operation The equivalent inertias of the type 1 and 2 converters are 34ms (34kJ/MVA) and 17ms (17kJ/MVA) respectively. Fig.7 : (a) Illustrative test system and (b) functional block diagram of the control system employed with the test system in Fig.7(a) .
5.1
Normal operation Fig.8 presents simulation waveforms for normal operation of type 1 converter when it is operating as power controlling terminal of HVDC link, see Fig.7 . Initially, it maintains its output active power at zero, and at t=0.5s, it ramps its output active power from 0 to 1140MW (rated power), and followed by ramp down of its reactive power output from 0 to -375MVAr (rated) at t=1s. At t=2s, the power flow direction is reversed from 1140MW to -1140MW. Fig.8 (a) and (b) show converter output active and reactive powers, and three-phase currents at the converter terminal, measured at 320kV side of the interfacing transformer. The plots for the phase 'a' upper and lower arm currents in Fig.8(c) , captured when the converter operates with unity power factor confirm satisfactory operation of type '1' with power flow in both directions, while generating reactive power. The plots in Fig.8(d) show that the HV-HB and FB cells of the same arm operate in a manner that ensures correct synthesis of the arm voltage, while the switching devices of the HV-HB operate at extremely low frequency. Fig.9 (a) and (b) show that the voltage stresses across the HV-HB and FB cell capacitors and switching devices are maintained around the desired settling points as the type '1' converter varies its active and reactive power set-points. 
5.2
Pole restraining during pole-to-ground dc fault Fig.10 shows simulation waveforms when the positive dc cable in the test system in Fig.7 is subjected to a permanent pole-to-ground dc fault (at the middle of the dc cable) at t=1.25s, and immediately the type '1' converter reduces its output active power from 1140MW to 570MW in preparation for pole restraining (Halving of the pole-to-pole dc voltage). After 150ms from fault inception, the converter dc link voltage is halved to facilitate continued operation, whilst preventing insulation failure at the healthy pole due to excessive voltage stress. Fig.10 (a) shows the positive and negative pole dc voltages, measured relative to ground. The dc voltage of the faulty pole drops to zero, while that of the healthy pole has doubled briefly, prior to the initiation of pole restraining. and vfb1 and vfb2) during pole restraining (when the dc voltage is halved). These plots confirm low frequency operation of the HV-HB cells as articulated earlier. The plots for half and full bridge capacitor voltages in Fig.10 (c) and (d) indicate that the type '1' converter are able to ride-through a permanent poleto-ground dc fault, with the voltage stresses on the switching devices and cell capacitors remain under controlled. Fig.11 (a) shows the type 1 converter is able to synthesize the required ac voltage at the converter terminal when its dc link voltage is halved during pole-restraining, exploiting the ability of its arms to generate negative voltage levels. Moreover, during a permanent pole-to-ground dc fault, the phase voltage of the type 1 converter in Fig.11 (a) exhibits a lower dc component than the ½Vdc as it will be expected in conventional two-level converter and HB-MMC.
5.3
Pole-to-pole dc short circuit Fig.12 displays simulation waveforms when the test system in Fig.7(a) is subjected to a permanent pole-to-pole dc short circuit fault at the midpoint of the dc line at t=1.25s, and the type '1' hybrid converter is blocked after 30μs from fault inception. Fig.12 (a) ) displays the pole-to-pole dc link voltage at dc line mid-point. The plots for the converter output and arm currents in Fig.12(b) and (c) confirm the dc fault blocking capability of the type '1' converter. The plots in Fig.13 (a) and (b) indicate that the HV-HB and FB cell capacitor voltages of the type '1' converter remain flat and fixed at pre-fault values as in other reverse blocking converters such the MC-MMC and FB-MMC.
5.4
Reduced dc voltage operation Fig.14 shows simulation waveforms for the type '2' converter when its active power output is reduced from rated (1140MW) to 0 at t=0.9s, and followed by a permeant reduction of its dc link voltage from rated (640kV) to 64kV (10% of rated dc voltage). At t=2.25s, its reactive power output is increased from 0 to 375MVAr (rated capacitive). Fig.14 (a) and (b) indicate that the type '2' converter in Fig.1(b) is able to operate with rated and reduced dc link voltage, while its output and arm currents remain fully controlled. These plots show that the type '2' converter is able to source the rated capacitive reactive power when it operates with 10% of the rated dc link voltage. The traces for the phase 'a' upper arm voltage and the output voltages of its corresponding half and full bridge cells in Fig.14 (c) indicate that when the dc link voltage is reduced below ½Vdc, the HV-HB cells are bypassed completely. Instead, the arm voltages needed to synthesize the ac voltages being imposed by the ac grid at converter ac terminals are being generated entirely using only the FB cells (zero switching frequency at HV-HB cells). Thus, the HV-HB cells incur no switching losses, only on-state losses are incurred during such operation. Fig.15 (a) and (b) show that the capacitor voltages of the HV-HB and FB cells of the type '2' converter remain balanced and regulated around the desired set-points. 
Experimental validation
This section presents experimental validation of the proposed converters, particularly, the type '1' converter, which represents the basis for the type 2 converter. Fig. 16 (a) and (b) show the schematic diagram and photograph of the experimental test rig of a single-phase type 1 converter, with two FB cells and one HB cell in each per arm. Experimental test rig parameters are: Vdc=220V, CHB=1mF, CFB=2.2mF and Ld=2mH, Rd=0.5Ω and 2kHz switching frequency, with the converter being tested is connected to a passive load of 10Ω and 15.5mH, and operated at 0.95 and 0.4 modulation indices. Fig. 17 presents experimental waveforms for 0.95 modulation index case. Fig. 17(a) displays the output phase voltage 'vL' superimposed on the output phase current 'iao', while Fig. 17(b) presents output phase current 'iao' overlaid on the upper and lower arm currents 'ia1 and ia2'. These waveforms show that the type 1 converter with only two full-bridge cells and one half-bridge cell per arm generates the same number of voltage levels per phase as the conventional MMC with four half or full bridge cells per arm. Additionally, its upper and lower arm currents are similar to that of the conventional modular multilevel converter in the sense of:
• The upper and lower arm currents are continuous, with both arms are conducting simultaneously.
• The arm currents comprise of half of the fundamental current and common-current which has two components (the dc current and circulating current), with the circulating current has adverse effect on semiconductor losses and capacitor voltage ripples; thus, to be suppressed as in MMC case. Fig. 17(c) and (d) present experimental waveforms for the FB and HB cell capacitor voltages of the upper and lower arms of the type 1 converter being examined. Observe that the FB and HB cell capacitor voltages remain balanced and settle approximately around 55V (¼Vdc) and 110V (½Vdc) respectively, with small drifts from the ideal theoretical values due to dc voltage drops in the switching devices and arm inductors' internal resistances. The plots for additional case with 0.4 modulation in Fig. 18 indicate that the type '1' can operate satisfactory over full modulation index linear range. where ion and ioff are currents at the turn-on and turn-off instances. Switching loss per IGBT is approximated by: The number of FB cells in each arm of the proposed converters, AAC and MC-MMC is assumed to be NFB=320/2.8≈115, while the number of HB cells in each arm of MC-MMC is 115. Each high-voltage HB cell of the proposed converter is rated for 320kV, with each of its series connected IGBT comprises of 115 IGBT. Each director switch of the AAC arm is rated for 4/π×320≈407kV and comprises 146 series connected IGBTs. Table II shows the proposed converters have marginally higher semiconductor losses than MC-MMC in some cases due to the differences in the way they exploit their IGBTs and freewheeling diodes and potential impact of large voltage step of the high-voltage half-bridge cell. Whilst the AAC exhibits higher semiconductor losses compared to the proposed converter and MC-MMC even though its director switches incur zero switching losses (this is due to increased voltage rating of director switches and frequent over-currents and overvoltages during current commutation between the arms). Table III shows the case when the AAC switching device utilization is the same as the proposed converter and MC-MMC. Observe that the AAC semiconductor losses have reduced to practically the same level as the MC-MMC and the proposed converters. Since both of the selected operating conditions correspond to modulation indices lower than 1, the AAC with full bridge cells rated for ½Vdc can still block a dc fault. Fixing the operating point of the AAC at the sweet spot means that the converter loses the ability to manipulate its terminal voltage (larger and smaller) relative to the grid voltage in order to exchange capacitive and inductive reactive powers. 
Conclusions
This paper has investigated the suitability of the presented type 1 and 2 hybrid converters for dc transmission systems. Theoretical discussions, and open and closed loop simulations suggest that the type converter offers all the attributes of MC-MMC but with a reduced complexity in the power circuit and control system, including a modest reduction in footprint, energy storage requirement, and switching losses. In contrast, the type 2 hybrid converter offers the performance of the MC-MMC and type 1 hybrid converter, but with a substantial reduction in converter footprint and energy storage requirement. Thus, it can be concluded that the type 2 hybrid converter offers the best design trade-off in terms of cost, footprint, weight and volume and control range for HVDC converters compared to type 1 converter and conventional AAC and MMC. The presented experimental results confirm the validity of the theoretical discussions and open simulations presented earlier. 
